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   Hermès is a brand that exemplifies 
that when something is crafted 
with only quality as a guide, you 
can charge whatever you want for 
it and people will pay—same goes 
for real estate. 

   I love this rose  
from Corsica.  
It is quintessential  
summer.
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9378 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 200   Beverly Hills, CA 90212   310.500.1345
tracy.maltas@thepartnerstrust.com   tracytutormaltas.com   rockwellatpch.com

Having been exposed to real estate at a young age, Tracy Tutor Maltas has turned her 

passion for the Los Angeles lifestyle into a thriving career. “I have been fortunate enough 

to travel quite a bit, and I still believe the lifestyle in Los Angeles cannot be beat,” she  

says. With more than a decade of  experience, Maltas is a leading real estate agent for  

Partners Trust. Maltas embodies the lifestyle she represents, giving her an exceptional  

edge in the high-end market. “Your home should be your sanctuary,” she says. “It has to  

be about more than just how many bedrooms you need.” Along with a discerning eye,  

comes a commitment to service and discretion, landing Maltas clients all over the city.  

“My clients trust me with their most important investment, and I recognize that honoring 

my commitments to them is crucial to maintain a long-term relationship,” says Maltas.

“I am inspired when I connect my client  
 with the perfect property—to see them  
 happy reminds me why I do what I do.”

1.      What do you like most about  
your job?

  I love a good negotiation. The key is  
to make sure that both the buyer and 
seller walk away feeling like they have 
won in some way. It makes for a 
smoother escrow.

2.      What projects have brought you 
the most satisfaction and why?

  The Rockwell at PCH has been a 
two-year undertaking and a 
collaboration that I am proud of. It’s a 
miracle what happens when you work 
with people who inspire you.

3.      What do you strive to create when 
you’re working on a project? 
What’s most important to you?

  Life is just too short to take real  
estate too seriously. The process 
should be fun and exciting. 

4.      How do you think your clients 
would characterize you?

  Passionate and competitive: When  
I believe in something, I can rarely  
be dissuaded from my agenda, and  
my clients appreciate that. 

5.      What is your most prized 
possession?

  My two little girls and my husband  
are my pride and joy, my everything.

  Nothing is more luxurious  
 than traveling by yacht.  
 Period. The End.
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Santa Monica Street Smarts: $23M Contemporary Gem
On La Mesa Drive
By Candace Abbott / 03/02/15 at 11:31 am / Comments

In LA, streets have become just as  important as zip codes.

And no where is that more true than in Santa Monica where a stunning $23M contemporary

gem, located on the most coveted street in town, La Mesa Drive, has just hit the market.

Recently renovated, this 5 bedroom, 7 bathroom, 9,296 square foot property is a style seeker's

dream with expansive skylights, exquisite finishes, and slick appliances, multiple living rooms, a

standout dining space, a pool surrounded by lush greenery, and a view of the historic Riviera

Golf Course that can’t be beat.
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